
Games GRADES 4 – 6 1-3

PARTNER SHADOW
Students find a partner and 
decide who will be partner 
A and who will be partner 
"��%XPLAIN�THAT�"�S�ARE�THE�LEADERS�AND�!�S�ARE�THE�FOLLOWERS��/N�THE�SIGNAL�TO�BEGIN��"�S�
WALK�THROUGHOUT�THE�ACTIVITY�AREA�TRYING�TO�MAKE�IT�DIFlCULT�FOR�!�S�TO�FOLLOW�AND�STAY�
WITHIN�AN�ARMS�REACH��"LOW�A�WHISTLE�TO�SIGNAL�FOR�STUDENTS�TO�FREEZE��#HECK�IF�!�S�WERE�
ABLE�TO�STAY�WITHIN�ARMS�REACH�OF�THEIR�PARTNER��)NSTRUCT�PARTNERS�TO�SWITCH�ROLES��!�S�LEAD�
AND�"�S�FOLLOW��AND�START�AGAIN��2EPEAT�THE�ACTIVITY�SEVERAL�TIMES�CHALLENGING�STUDENTS�
to use deaks, fakes and dodges while jogging and then running to get away from their 
PARTNER��6ISIT�THE�4EACHER�2ESOURCES�n�4EACHING�4OOLS�n�)NTERACTIVES�SECTION�OF�THE�0%�
Online website (see Related Resources) to view teaching tips and a video of the skill of 
dodging.

Invasion Games
EQUIPMENT
pylons » pinnies » variety of objects 
to throw and catch (bean bags, balls, 
rubber animals) » flags or ropes » life-
sized cut-out of active pose » 
felt pens

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 0HYSICAL�%DUCATION�/NLINE�WEBSITE��www.

education.alberta.ca/physicaleducationonline 
�s�0%�#ENTRAL�WEBSITE��53	��www.pecentral.org

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
indoor physical activities, see pages 19-20 in “Safety Guidelines for 
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�
and Research (ACICR), 2008, www.acicr.ualberta.ca. 

Warm It Up

Lesson 2 of 6 Activity
"ASIC�3KILLS� !���	�
Application of 
Basic Skills 

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

“Students will select, perform and refine 
challenging locomotor sequences.” 
0HYSICAL�%DUCATION�0ROGRAM�OF�3TUDIES��
Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�USE�DEAKS��FAKES�AND�

dodges to create space away from a 
defender

s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�MOVE�IN�WAYS�THAT�ALLOW�
them to be well positioned on defence
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Ever Active Schools  »  www.everactive.org 
3rd Floor Percy Page Centre, 11759 Groat Road, Edmonton AB  »  Ph. 780-454-4745

DEFENSE AWAY
Be sure to take into account the abilities 
of all students when planning learning 
opportunities and incorporate variations 
as needed to ensure learning and success for all. Review strategies for maintaining control of an object (refer 
TO�LESSON��	�AND�EXPLAIN�THAT�TODAY�STUDENTS�WILL�BE�CHALLENGED�TO�REGAIN�POSSESSION�OF�AN�OBJECT��0ROVIDE���
PYLONS�TO�GROUPS�OF���STUDENTS�AND�ONE�OBJECT�TO�EACH�GROUP��BALL��BEAN�BAG�OR�RUBBER�ANIMAL	��'ROUPS�lND�AN�
obstacle free space and stand in the shape of a triangle with one defender in the middle. Students attempt to 
complete 5 passes without dropping the object or having the object intercepted by the defender. The defender 
switches places with the thrower of an unsuccessful pass, or with any student after five complete passes. 
#HALLENGE�GROUPS�TO�INCREASE�AND�DECREASE�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�TRIANGLE��!SK��(OW�DOES�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�PLAYING�AREA�
AFFECT�THE�DEFENDER�S�ABILITY�TO�REGAIN�POSSESSION�OF�THE�OBJECT��&URTHER�CHALLENGE�GROUPS�TO�SET�UP�THE�PYLONS�
in the shape of a square. Three students each stand beside a pylon with one defender in the middle. After 
PASSING�THE�OBJECT��THE�STUDENT�WHO�MADE�THE�PASS�MOVES�TO�STAND�BESIDE�THE�OPEN�PYLON��(OW�DOES�THE�
SHAPE�OF�THE�PLAYING�AREA�AND�MOVEMENT�OF�STUDENTS�AFFECT�THE�DEFENDER�S�ABILITY�TO�REGAIN�POSSESSION�OF�THE�
OBJECT��2EVIEW�STRATEGIES�FOR�REGAINING�POSSESSION�OF�AN�OBJECT��E�G���ANTICIPATE�WHERE�THE�PASS�WILL�GO��KEEP�
head up, put pressure on the student with the object and receiving the object, and record on the life-sized cut 
out from lesson 1.
REVERSE HANDBALL: Divide students into 3 large groups and instruct each group to designate boundaries of 
A�RECTANGULAR�PLAYING�AREA��A�CENTRE�LINE�AND�TWO�GOALS��%ACH�LARGE�GROUP�DIVIDES�INTO�TWO�TEAMS�OF����PLAYERS�
AND�ONE�TEAM�WEARS�PINNIES��%ACH�TEAM�CHOOSES�A�GOALIE�AND�THE�OTHER�PLAYERS�START�ON�THE�OPPOSITE�SIDE�OF�
THE�CENTRE�LINE��%ACH�TEAM�ATTEMPTS�TO�SCORE�BY�PASSING�THE�OBJECT�AT�LEAST�lVE�TIMES�AND�THEN�TO�THE�GOALIE��
Should the object be dropped, intercepted by the other team, or go out of bounds, the count starts again from 
zero. An object that goes out of bounds is thrown in from the sideline by a member of the opposite team. 
After a goal is scored, the object is thrown in from the goal line (on either side of the net where the goal was 
scored) by the opposite team. Students are not allowed to walk or run with the object.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
indoor physical activities, see pages 19-20 in “Safety Guidelines for 
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�
and Research (ACICR), 2008, www.acicr.ualberta.ca. 

Whoop It Up

TAIL CHASE & STRETCH
Students are to tuck (not 
tie) a flag or pinnie into 
a pocket or into the back 
of their waistband, and 
stand beside a partner. On 
the signal, students walk 
throughout the activity area 
TRYING�TO�STEAL�THEIR�PARTNER�S�
flag without having their 
own stolen. Should a flag be 
stolen, it is returned and the 
game continues. As a large 
group, lead students through 
a stretch incorporating the 
flag; e.g., hold one end of 
the flag in each hand so the 
flag is stretched and reach 
arms up, to each side and 
then down.

Wrap It Up


